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There once was a lovely place called California. This was a kingdom where the king (governor) and its
governance committee (congress) and citizens worked together to keep this lovely place. This place was
filled with many glamorous schools which all children love to attend. The fact that there were so many
schools all children had small classes and one on one tutoring. There are also great healthcare services
to every citizen. California also had many jobs; bubbly nurses, happy teachers, business employees,
technology jobs, and many more. Because the king of California cared so much about its citizens there
were so many programs that helped the less fortunate.
Because California had beautiful beaches and great weather many people began moving to this
kingdom. Between 1998 and 2007 California began constructing more homes in the welcoming of the
new comers.
The entire country in which the kingdom of California was established began facing a financial crisis.
Unfortunately as a result it affected California too. This overspending caused the wonderful kingdom of
California to have a 9.2 billion deficit.
The king of California decided to take drastic changes. He decided to tax high end businesses and
corporations because he did not feel that glamorous schools and the entire education system should be
cut. His mentality is that people who have good education will be the ones to go to college and get good
jobs that will keep bringing revenue to the kingdom. The king also did not take away healthcare services
and make insurances offer good and affordable plans because he felt that if he took that away in the
long run it would cause more financial problems. It would cause problems because those left without
healthcare assistance would have to seek help through the emergency room. As a result of that those
few that were left with assistance would have to pay more out of pocket to make up for those who were
uninsured.
In addition he felt that in order for people to become less ill and seek medical attention it was important
to have a clean environment. An environment in which the kingdom of California would have clean air,
less toxins, and prohibiting the liter of trash anywhere. In order for that to happen the king was forced
to implement higher taxes on tobacco, higher fees on those who litter and less cutting of trees. The king
also implemented new methods of transportation; bringing smaller busses and getting rid of the bigger
ones. Also, giving discounts on those who purchase electrical cars.
In addition to bring new revenue into California the king also proposed that those new comers who
moved into the California Kingdom would also have to pay higher fees for legalization.
In the end the king, its governance and citizens worked together to eliminate the deficits. No one went
on strike because everyone came to mutual agreements. These changes also reduced the Kingdom of
California’s deficit as well as bringing revenue.
Everyone lived happily ever after; recession free.

